Nonfiction

Text Features

Teaching readers about nonfiction text features is easy-peasy with this simple
chart. Hop over to THIS READING MAMA to see more recommendations on
teaching and using it with readers.
Terms of Use: This printable pack was created for you to use
at home with your child/students or with multiple children in
your classroom or tutoring setting. Please do not share between
classroom teachers, sell, host, reproduce, giveaway, or store on
any other site (including a blog, Facebook, 4Shared, Dropbox,
etc.). Thank you!
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Captions

Comparisons

are words near a picture
or photograph to help
readers better understand
it.

help readers picture things
in their head.

Graphics
may include charts, graphs,
or cutaways. They are used
to help readers better
understand what the author
is saying.

Example: This shark is
as big as a school bus.

Illustrations &
Photographs
help readers see exactly
what something or
someone looks like.

Glossary
Similar to a dictionary, a
glossary helps readers
define words from the
book.
*Hint: look towards the
back of the book.

Index
is an alphabetical list of
ideas that are in the
book. It tells readers
what page the idea is on.
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Labels
help readers identify a
picture or a photograph
and its parts.

Maps
help readers understand
where something is in the
world.

Subtitles
Text features help
organize information in
the book so readers
know what’s important!

are special headings that
help readers know what
the next section of text will
be about.

Special Print
When a word is bold, in
italics, or underlined, it is
an important word for
readers to know.

Table of Contents
helps readers identify key
topics in the book in the
order they are presented.
*Hint: look towards the
front of the book.
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Click on each image to find more information.
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